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Next Meeting
Tuesday, January 2, 6:00 P.M.
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3330 Quebec Dr.
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President’s Corner
Dee Ramm, KU4GC

Have Fun — Try Something New
Happy New Year!

Program
The program will be figuratively and
literally magical. Martin, KA5JUJ will be
demonstrating his skills as a magician.
This will be a fun program you won’t
want to miss!

In past notes I have suggested some things that
could be done to improve the club and to meet
some of our obligations to provide emergency
communications. That is all extremely important,
but maybe most of all, it is important that you are
having fun. If being an amateur radio operator is
not providing you individually with satisfaction
and enjoyment, then you are not likely to go far in
furthering our group efforts.
So, my suggestion for the coming year is that you
try something new. If you have basic ham gear,
there are many things that you can try out with
minimal expenditure, if any.
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One of the easiest things to try is to participate in
nets. Many of these give you a chance to talk to
people and eventually to become part of a community of people who check in. One of the oldest nets
around is the Possum Trot Net which meets every
weekday morning, bright and early. This runs on
our 145.45 repeater. The club also sponsors a
Thursday evening net (on the same repeater at
8pm). This net has been going on for as long as I
have been a ham — just over 20 years. There are
many other nets on repeaters reachable from this
area including 6 meter and UHF repeaters. A different kind of net that is popular takes place on the
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HF bands without a repeater and thus requires more expensive gear. The most popular local net takes place on 10 meters at 8pm
each Monday. The normal frequency is 28.450
MHz. (Check nearby frequencies if that frequency appears to be occupied by someone
else. With current propagation, that is rare.)

dropped suggestions with little practical detail. But there are people in our club who can,
and are glad to, give help. Go for it.

Happy New Year, Dee
DFMA President

If you are already active on the HF bands,
maybe you should try some new modes.
Something that has become relatively simple
is to try one or more of the digital modes. You
do need some kind of TNC but with much
free software available, you can get going
quickly. RTTY is widely used as is PSK-31.
Especially popular now, partly because it is
brand new, is FT8. This is related to JT65 but
things move much faster. The latter two
modes were designed to work with weak
signals. The can be especially useful as the
sunspot cycle reaches its minimum.
Finally, going forward to the past, how about
using CW? As you all know, that was once
required but is now just another mode. If
you’re are interested in the paper chase and
are going for the DXCC or something harder,
CW gives you another tool. If the pile-ups are
too great for phone, they may not be so bad
for CW. And some rare destinations are only
available via CW at any given time. In the
quest for that rare DXpedition (such as Bouvet Island – coming up), CW maybe all that is
getting through. And it takes surprisingly little CW to make a contact in such a situation.
You need to be able to recognize your own
callsign. And you need to be able to send
your callsign and a minimal acknowledgement such as “599 NC TU”.
There are many other things you can try, but
do try something. Also, above I have just

The Link

2017 DFMA Christmas Party
Our annual DFMA Christmas Dinner Meetings at
Bullock’s BBQ always provides an opportunity for a
fun time and some wonderful holiday fellowship. The
2017 dinner was a delightful affair.
We had a total of 57 that attended the dinner. The
majority were club members, but some were family
members that we only get the pleasure of seeing once a
year.
The Durham FM Association has always been a
community-minded club and its members have been
quick to offer help to those in need. The generous
spirit of the club is evident in two traditions we
observe at our Christmas dinner. The first is the
donation of toys that are collected for children in need.
This year 23 toys were donated and were delivered to
the Department of Social Services in Hillsborough by
Jean Eddleman, KR4UB’s XYL. The Department of
Social Services sponsors a toy chest in collaboration
with Toys for Tots. The DFMA also made its yearly
holiday contribution to the Durham Rescue Mission
and Food Bank of North Carolina. Those donations
were supplemented by “passing the hat” after dinner.
The grand total this year was $751 going to the
Durham Rescue Mission and $521 going to the Food
Bank of North Carolina — that’s a 20% increase over
last year! Thanks to all who contributed.
The final fun tradition that began a few years ago was
the making of “Ham New Year’s Resolutions.” Well,
Dee actually began by reviewing last year’s resolutions
to see how we did. You can see the list of the new
resolutions in the meeting minutes at the end of The
Link. Happy New Year!
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Sound Improver/Volume Reducer

🔈
By

Paul Robertson, N2XZF

When I changed cars a couple of years ago, I
mounted my Kenwood TM-G707 remote chassis
under the seat, the sound was muffled. In the
previous car it was below the dash and sounded
pretty good. In an effort to improve the sound, I
put a small speaker in the cupholder in the console. Now I could hear the audio, but it was harsh

January 2018
The 10 ohm resistor to the top cuts down the volume so that the volume control is nearer the middle of its range. The two capacitors in series (making a non-polarized 50mf capacitor), and with the
two 10 ohm resistors in parallel (making 5 ohms)
along with the top resistor make a high-cut filter
making the sound more tolerable, and less tinny.
The circuit was “space wired” and put into a pill
bottle. The cable was a TRS extension cable cut in
half, a tip-sleeve cable would have been easier,
but it was what I had on hand. The parts came
from Radio Shack, (no longer there, sigh). The
“engineering” was empirical, I just tried this and
that until I liked it… 73

and tinny. Also the new speaker was way too efficient and the volume control seemed to go from
too little, to too much over with only 2-3 degrees
of rotation.
The following is how I dealt with my problem:

The Link
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Membership Renewal Time
DFMA membership is based on the
calendar year so 2018 dues are due
in January. You might be interested
to know that the dues have not
increased in over 30 years — still
just $12! You can pay your dues the old fashioned
way by check or cash hand delivered to M.K. at
Bullock’s or by mailing to the DFMA address found
on the last page of the newsletter — or you can
click here and pay via PayPal on dfma.org. If you
pay by check or cash, please complete the
Renewal Form found on dfma.org by clicking here.
If you use PayPal, please update your directory
information if there are any changes. If you have
already paid your 2018 dues — Thank you!

Shhh…
Stealth
Is The Word
By

Lad Carrington, W4ORD

A lot is being discussed presently, at least in the
U.S., concerning Ham antennas and HOAs as to
the right to get around restrictions that said associations levy on subdivisions and condo complexes. In researching the federal laws regarding this
issue back in 2004 I discovered that the same laws
that govern the rights of satellite dish placement
also cover Ham antennas, at least in theory.
In doing research concerning options for putting
up an antenna at an apartment in Asheville, I discovered such a wide range of meddling restrictions across the country that I was appalled at the
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scope of them. For instance in Columbia, MD, the
restrictions go so far as to prevent stores like
Lowe’s and Home Depot from selling any hardware that can theoretically be used to erect fences,
clothes lines and antennas. In addition, I read
about a ham in the outskirts of Colorado Springs,
CO, living on his own 35 acres but in a large affluent area and the association attempted to prevent him from having a tower up. I do not know
who won on that particular issue.
It seems to be a never-ending battle for hams vs
local restrictions all over the country. I have heard
numerous discussions on this subject at meetings,
over the repeaters, and at hamfests.
I have vowed, after my own experiences, to never
again live where anyone can dictate what I can, or
can't, have on my own home or property. It seems
that a lot of people get their only exercise by
jumping to conclusions and running other people's business. To this day I still hate that attitude.
This attitude of defiance began early with me and
has persisted to this day. It began when I had my
first Novice License (WN4BCD) sometime
1960-1961, as soon as the word went around the
neighborhood that I had passed my Amateur Radio license exam I began to get flack from the
neighbors, accusing me of disrupting their TV
reception. That was easy to quash because I only
had a receiver and my license had not yet arrived
in the mail. In those days there was no FCC website to check for a call sign.
I started out with a 40 meter dipole and, once on
the air, decided to put up an 80 meter dipole as
well. The length and location was ideally suited to
run between an oak tree at the upper end of our
yard and trees at the end of the parking area.
Once I got up to the branches, which involved a
ladder, shinnying up the trunk and pulling myself
up to where I could climb branch by branch until
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I reached the top. All the while, weaving the end
of the wire all around to clear the branches.

na issue. So I became very creative and it helped
that the whole complex had gone from a central

I need to mention here that while I was up there a
storm came up and I had to weather it out up in

TV system to cable. I needed a way to get RF out
of the shack, which was one wall in our upstairs

the tree top. I also need to mention that the neighbor's wife and kids watched me from their back

bedroom, and hurling itself through the air to
someone who presumably would be throwing
some back to me.

facing windows spanning the length of their family room. I could see them and they me and they
said nothing nor ever implied any objection. In

Therein lies the tale. I got creative, crafty, and
sneaky. Looking over the situation I discovered

addition, the base of the tree was at the property
line and on our side but leaned over the property

that Cable TV came in along the backside of the
apartments and then went up the wall before go-

line as it went upward. After the storm, this
soaked to the skin 15-year-old finished attaching
the antenna and climbed down with the ascent

ing through to the respective rooms. Back in the
70s, I was for a while a Cable TV Installer and still
have all of the tools. In addition, RG-58 looks re-

and descent providing a number of scratches.

markably like the stuff CATV used back then.
Here is where I really got creative.

After the wife reported the ordeal to her husband,
he contacted my parents and demanded that it be
taken down since it was over the line on their side

I had gone from just a 2-meter Radio Shack handy
talkie and a borrowed 10 meter transceiver to a

at the tie off point. At no time did either of them
say a word to me about it and I was 15, not 5. It
made me mad as hell, but my parents not being

refurbished Kenwood TS-830S (I still have it) and
I needed some decent conduit to get RF out into
the air and lived where a meddlesome neighbor-

inclined to have issues with any neighbors made
me take it down and relocate it to a different, and

hood HOA wouldn't even allow nails on the outside to hang plants. So I craftily developed a solu-

less desirable, tree. My dad watched the re-hanging and at one point I fell, but managed to not fall
to the ground, before catching enough tree to ar-

tion and hoped it would work.

rest the fall. This scared my dad to the point that
he had a minor stroke. (Literally) A couple of

UNC-Chapel Hill and doing a lot of construction
and home renovations to supplement my student
loans. At that time Dillon Supply had moved from

years later I clashed with these same neighbors
over a vicious bulldog they owned. I was really
happy when they moved.

At the time I was a back to school student at

Downtown to out near Durham Tech on Briggs
Ave and had added an electric motor shop. Dillon

Bringing this up to date, the late 80s and very early 90s found me living at Five Oaks on Old

was a supplier of tools and steel for me and I decided to add electric motor wire to my list from
them and bought several hundred feet of very

Chapel Hill Rd in Durham, with my General license (KC4VTZ) and the most intrusive HOA in

thin enamel coated electric motor wire. I also did
a lot of buying parts and tools from an electrical

creation and ridiculous restrictions. Had an ongoing fight with them the entire time I lived there.

supply store in Durham (the name escapes me)
with a ham friend named John Fish (N4SHX, sk)
working there. I bought a good bit of RG-58 from

I finally put a stop to their incessant meddling
(another story) but couldn't get around the anten-

John and set about working on my devilish plan
to thwart the efforts of the neighborhood vigilante

The Link
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committee to suppress my hamming. The best
part was that there was no restriction as to how

parallel to the actual TV drop and up to the roof
in the left-hand corner facing the rear of the build-

many TVs could be used in the house and all
apartments had cable TV or no TV, and the roof

ing (see Picture 2). While a close scrutiny would
have exposed my chicanery, and I worried about

shingles were a medium to dark honey brown.
Just the same as the electric motor wire.

that, it never happened and I was happily on the
air until I moved later to Highway 86 in Chapel
Hill. One neighbor spotted

The first thing was to construct dipole antennas with the light gage wire so I made
an 80 meter dipole. This was the hardest

my antennas because I had a
thin nylon twine going from

one since it was so long. I ran it just about 3
inches above the shingles from one adjacent

one end of the 10 meter to
the small tree behind the
deck (see Picture 3). He was

roof to the other and then back in a z pattern then finished at the front right corner
looking from the front and down the corner

a friend and kept mum. If
anyone else ever spotted my

to a weighted end behind the bushes (see
Picture 1). The 40, 20 and 10 meter dipoles

rooftop antenna farm I never
found out about it and neither did the HOA. Later I

were easier because they were consecutively shorter.

had other issues with the
HOA and I settled those issues with a much less creative solution.
Picture 2 — Upstairs bedroom/
shack where coax ran. See old
TV coax in the middle of the
picture, now painted over.

On the bright side I made
my antenna setup with the
wires and some plastic
screw-in cones salvaged
from
an
abandoned
telephone
company
wiring buss of some
kind, that I used as
standoffs. It was
created
on
the
cheap and worked
well on all bands

Picture 1 — The end of the 80 meter dipole came
down the front corner of the apartment, almost to the
ground. The wires were about 3 inches above the
shingles. Standoff insulators were used where the
wires had to make turns.

I ran all of the coax neatly with cable TV
clips and tie wraps (surplus from my cable
installer days) out of the bedroom wall and

The Link

with a tuner that the
late Lou Garrett
Picture 3 — The 10 meter dipole was a
sloper running from the upper woodwork to
the tree next to the back deck. The crepe
myrtle in front hid the hanging section of the
80 meter dipole.

helped me build
from the handbook,
and a used Dentron
bought at a hamfest.
I still have them
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both. I also got a lot of surplus stuff at Joe's Trading Post over in Louisburg.
The best part was being on the air with several
antennas that worked really well and the sweetest

January 2018

THROW⬅BACK
ADVERTISEMENT

part was getting over on the HOA guys.
One last, not so happy part, was that I went to the
business office for the apartments and bought the
abandoned 48-foot free-standing tower that had
been used for community TV access and the tuning house with components for a hundred bucks.
I still have the tuning house and components but

This month’s throwback ad comes from the
November 1976 magazine 73. The Kenwood
TR-7200A 2-meter mobile cost of $249 would
be about $1,059 in today’s dollars. You can
zoom in to read the specifications.

when I finally had the help to disassemble the
tower and move it, it was gone. Oh well! 73

Board Meeting

MINUTES
No board meeting was held in December. This has
been the practice for many years due to the holidays. The next board meeting will be held on January 16, 2018, at 7:00 p.m.

Club Meeting

MINUTES
Durham FM Association (DFMA)
DFMA Meeting – 12/5/2017 – Dan, KR4UB,
Secretary
Location: Bullock’s Bar B Cue, Durham
Attending: KR4UB, Dan & Jean; KK4BPH, Mike
& Sandy; W3AHL, Steve; N2XZF, Paul; W4BOH,

Scott; N4JQR, J.R. & Connita; KV4ZR, Loren &

Wilson & Dee Ann; K1ZW, Larry; KS2SBC, Kathleen; KW4KZ, Chuck, Mary, Darlena & Keith;

Carol; K0OUX, Vic & Priscilla; KI4RAN, Bill, Pres
and Kitty; WA2JLW, Roy; W4MKR, M.K.; KU4GC,
Dee; WB4P, Skip; K4WCV, Bob; K4BCK, Rebecca;

WA4UJM, Wally; KW4XL, David & David Jr;
KE4HIH, Rhett; KE4QOZ, Joanna; KB4DKY ,

W4JWA, Jim & Joann; KE4JYJ, Sue; KD4WNZ,
Bill; NC4CD Charlie; WA4HYL, Lee; KA4AVM,

The Link
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Sue; WB4YYY, Jim; KK4PH, Lowell; KB4WFW,
Sharyn; KA5JUJ, Martin & Catherine; NA4VY,

upcoming

EVENTS

Dave; KF4NTC, Bob; KM4MBG Jack & Jack Sr;
KF4PAB, Lenore; KX4GP, Paul; W4ORD, Lad &

mark your calendars

Donna; KE4UVJ, Don; KK4QDZ, Bill
A total of 57 attending, 41 of them hams.

✦
✦

President: Dee opened the meeting at 7 pm with
introductions and, circulated the hat for donations
to the Durham Rescue Mission and Food Bank of
Central and Eastern North Carolina.
REPORTS

inclusion in the minutes.
Vice President – Chuck, KW4KZ reported the
presentation for the January club meeting will be
a magic show by Martin, KA5JUJ, and for the February meeting, a professor from N.C. State will
present on drones being used for cartography.
Treasurer – MK, W4MKR At present there are 119
members with dues current.
The treasurer provided an update on current bank
account balances.
In a follow-up report of contributions made at the
Christmas Dinner meeting, passing the hat and
donations from DFMA yielded the following donation results:
Directed to DFMA for Donation:
Food Bank of NC – checks totaling $220
Durham Rescue Mission – checks totaling $450
Donations from Club:
Durham Rescue Mission – $301
Food Bank of North Carolina – $301
Twenty-three donated toys were delivered to Department of Social Services in Hillsborough for
distribution.

The Link

DFMA Meeting, Bullock’s BBQ, 6:00 p.m.

1/6 First-Fest, Winston-Salem, NC, 7:00 a.m – 12:00
p.m., Information Here.

✦

1/8

VE Test Session, Baha’i Center in Efland, 7:00 p.m.

✦

1/8

OCRA Meeting, Baha’i Center in Efland, 7:00 p.m.

✦

1/16 DFMA Board Meeting, 7:00 p.m.

✦

Dee called for brief officer reports; any detailed
information be provided direct to the secretary for

1/2

2/3 Frostfest, Richmond Raceway, 8:30 a.m – 3:30
p.m., Information Here.

✦

2/6

DFMA Meeting, Bullock’s BBQ, 6:00 p.m.

✦

2/9

HamCation, Orlando, 2/9–2/11, Information Here
For a full calendar including nets, visit dfma.org

Repeater Manager – Charlie, NC4CD - Nothing
to report.
Field Day Coordinator - Dave, W4SAR could not
attend. Dee reported that the combined DFMA/
OCRA Field Day scored #3 out of 2697 sites participating.
The next VE session will be at the Orange County
EOC on Saturday, December 9th at 10AM.
Presentation of the DMFA “Lid” Award – The
last Lid presentation was by Paul, N2XZF to
David, KW4XL for his ongoing contribution of
time and effort in a number of areas to DFMA. No
Lid presentation was made at this meeting.
Door Prizes – N/A for the Christmas Dinner
Meeting.
Program Presentation
There was no program as such but Dee read the
resolutions from last year and asked each ham to
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report on their accomplishments and solicited
New Year’s resolutions for the next year. A fun
time was had by all hearing progress and not so
much progress reports.
Dee, KU4GC - 5 Band DXCC. Done, got the
plaque for 5 Band DXCC. Next year: 5 Band Work
All States.
Dan, KR4UB - More HAM (Have Another Meal)
activity. Done! Finally found a goal he can accomplish. Next Year: More “Have Another Meal” activity! In all seriousness, the face to face conversations at the Christmas Dinner is one of the most

January 2018

Buy✦Sell✦Trade
For Sale
Coax
As a ham public service Wilson, W4BOH made a
bulk order of 1000’ of LMR-400 equivalent coax
and is selling it for 45¢/ft. There was still some
available as of the newsletter publication date.
Contact Wilson at infomet@embarqmail.com.
Club Items For Sale

rewarding ham activities.

DFMA has the following donated items for sale:

Wilson, W4BOH - Build a solid state receiver,

RS PRO-2044 VHF-UHF scanner.
Asking $42

Done, 40M superhet receiver (kit!). Next Year: work
on more amplifiers.
Charlie, NC4CD - Continue battle to get tower at
TV Hill; Got approvals for tower. Next Year: Build

Ameritron AWM-30 peak reading swr/watt meter.
Asking $95

it!

MFJ-921 VHF dual band tuner (144/220).
Asking $42

Lad, W4ORD - Finish fan dipole and get 1 tower
completely up. Got fan dipole “elevated”, tower
sections are standing vertically on the ground as

Ramsey HR40C 40m all mode receiver kit.
Asking $15.

opposed to lying down! Next Year: Get tower sections stacked as a standing tower.

Ramsey AA7C all band active antenna kit.
Asking $19

MK, W4MKR - Keep DFMA bills paid, no visitors
from collection agencies. Done, no visitors! Next

Contact Dee, KU4GC to purchase or for more
information. Free delivery to a DFMA or OCRA
club meeting.
ku4gc@amsat.org

Year: Do it again..
Dave, NA4VY - Run more nets, well maybe next
year! Next Year: Get all antennas moved to new QTH
so he can run more nets.
Jim, WB4YYY - Do more CW. Done, speed is up to
14 wpm. Next Year: Find a microphone for his ICOM
radio.
Bill, KI4RAN - Get 2 to 3 officials to Field Day.
Done! Next Year: Do weather monitoring for Field
Day.

The Link

Don, KE4UVJ - Get General license and pass the
recommended FEMA courses for ARES. Still
working on it. Next Year: Get small tower put up at
house.
Paul, N2XZF - Longer and higher wire antenna.
Still working on it. Next Year: Continue working on
it.
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Lenore, KF4PAB - Spend less money on radios!
Done. Next Year: Get married to another ham!
Jack, KM4MBG - Get 6M antenna installed. Nope!
Next Year: Get accessible Field Day Station & marry
another ham!
Rhett, KE4HIH - Fix antenna pieces so they rotate.
Nope! Next Year: Get very portable antenna in lieu of

January 2018
New Resolutions for 2017
Bill, KD4WNZ - Do more ham radio.
Sue, KE4JYJ - Get involved in the PT Net.
Jim, WA4JWA - Get more involved in club.
Bob, KF4NTC - Get antenna installed on chimney.

rotatable antenna and get more people on the PT Net.

Roy, WA2JLW - Get on 160M more to add to his
71Qs and 32 states; and be here next year!

Scott, KB4DKY - Install HF radio in truck and

J.R. N4JQR - Get antenna up higher.

QTH; Done & Ed Fong 80 to 20M antenna installed. Next Year: Install 6M antenna.

David, KW4XL - Get antenna mounted on roof.

Lowell, KK4PH - Tune a duplexer, Did two! Next
Year: Build crystal controlled radio with direct digital

Wally, WA4UJM - Get dipole up.
Chuck, KW4KZ - Get VHF installed in truck not

synthesizer (DDS).

using a mag (maggot) mount!

Martin, KA5JUJ - Get new rig powered and on the
air, Done! Next Year: Spend minimum 1 hour per
week on HF.

Bill, KK4QDZ - Get antennas installed.
K4WCV, Bob - Get 40’ self-supporting tower installed and get on digital.

Vic, K0OUX - Check into DFMA Thursday night
net from Laurel Fork QTH. Done via EchoLink.
Next Year: Get more antennas installed.

Rebecca, K4BCK - Talk more on the radio.

Steve, W3AHL - Work with Dave toward Field
Day goal, improve 80M score, Done. Next Year:

offset fed dipole

Paul, KX4GP - Construct and install multi-band

Meeting adjourned at 7:45 pm.

Study modeling of HF propagation.
Skip, WB4P - Complete digital DXCC, Done. Next
Year: Get more people to write articles for DFMA The
Link Newsletter.

Credits:
Throwback ad comes from the November 1976
magazine 73.
All other photos courtesy of the article author or
editor unless otherwise noted.
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